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Best Online Slots & Real Money Slot Games 2022. Play the best real money slots in minutes at any of

the shortlisted casinos on this page. With hundreds of slot machines and progressives from top
providers, these online casinos offer lucrative slots bonuses to get you started. Read on to find the best
slots casinos and key tips for playing online slots for real money. Best Casinos for Online Real Money

Slots. The latest slots casinos to avoid. Every now and again, we come across a casino that we
recommend you avoid playing on. We have a strict 25-step review process, looking at things like a site’s
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software, promotions, how easy the banking process is, security and more. When any of these steps fall
below our standards, the casino is added to our list of sites to avoid. Planet 7. Cool Cat. Grand Prive.

Types of online slot machines and games. There are four main types of slot machines in online
gambling. Online slots range from the classic three-reel games based on the very first slot machines to
multi-payline and progressive slots that come jam-packed with innovative bonus features and ways to
win. Take a look at the slot varieties below for an introduction to each one. Three Reel Classics Multi-
Payline and Multi-Reel Video Slots Progressive Slots. Three Reel Classics. Old-school slot machines,
featuring the usual assortment of aces, lucky horseshoes and wild symbols. Here you need to line up

three matching symbols on a single payline. Just set your coin value and away you go. Multi-Payline and
Multi-Reel. Gives you many paylines to work with across multiple sets of reels. You'll usually find multi-

reels with 25 or 50 paylines. Video Slots. A computerized version of a classic slot machine, video slots
tend to incorporate specific theming elements, such as themed symbols, as well as bonus games and
additional ways to win. Progressive Slots. These are slots connected across a network of sites with
thousands of players feeding into a huge jackpot. The winner gets to take home a massive payday.

Browse Our Full List of Slot Reviews. The Best Payout Slots in 2022. The payout percentage tells you
how much of your money bet will be paid out in winnings. This means you can work out how much you
could win on average. For example, if a slot game payout percentage is 98.20%, the casino will on

average pay out $98.20 for every $100 wagered. This is also known as Return To Player (RTP). The
following slots are ordered in terms of the highest payout percentage: Find your slot casino. Discover
your perfect slots casino by answering a couple of questions. We’ll provide you with the best option
based on your answers. What would you like to play today? Best online slot sites. What A Top Slots

Casino Offers You. A Huge Range of Slots You Can Play For Fun. All the shortlisted online casinos here
offer a great variety of slot machines for players to enjoy, including classic and video variations with
plenty of different themes to choose from. You can expect a thrilling experience with any slots game

online, with a range of top 3 reel and 5 reel titles. We look out for casinos that offer plenty of free slots, so
you can spin just for fun, and great real money games if you favor the thrill of gambling. Solid Games

Software That Offers Fair Games At Secure Sites. The best gambling sites will of course have games
software from top developers, such as Playtech, BetSoft and Microgaming. You can be sure to find slots
with great graphics and plenty of dynamic features that will run smoothly, whether it’s a desktop, iPhone
or mobile device that you’re using. When you play online slots for real money, you'll want to be reassured
that your money is in good hands. You can rely on our recommendations being licensed by the relevant

gaming authorities, and guaranteeing a fair game using random number generators to put out those
winning combinations on the reels. Great Welcome Bonuses to Use on High Payout Slots. A generous

welcome bonus is a must for any reputable online casino. This is particularly true when it comes to slots,
so you can get in plenty of extra spins. All our top-rated sites offer excellent bonuses for a great start to
your online slots experience. The games themselves all offer high payout percentages to give you the

best return on your bet, and cashing out any big win is very easy with all popular banking options. If you’re
a winner, you can expect any funds to be in your account within hours. An All-round Great Experience

Playing Slots Online. As long as the slots games deliver on all of the points noted above, the casino will
be added to the shortlist here, giving players the choice of the very top casinos online. You can be sure
that you'll get the best slots games and variety of titles for desktop and mobile gaming, as well as bonus

rewards and handy customer support if required. We put all our recommendations through a 25-step
reviews process and check them every three months to make sure they are still delivering on quality

games. Quick Slots Strategy Tips. Online slots are entirely reliant on chance so unfortunately, there’s no
secret strategy to help players win more. However, there are still things you can do to make the most out
of every game. Study the paytable. Before you start playing, have a look at the paytable. Every slot game
has its unique symbols and features and the paytable explains how they all work. Go for smaller jackpots.

Opt for games with smaller jackpots, over massive progressive prizes. The allure of a big win is
understandable but you're far more likely to be a winner this way. Give the classics a try. Simpler slot

games tend to have a higher payout percentage. Sometimes it's worth sticking with the classic
alternatives, even if that brand new video slot looks exciting! Stick to safe sites. Only play online slots for
real money at reputable, trustworthy online casinos. If you're ever in doubt, head to Casino.org to find top
rated sites. Look out for bonus rounds. Keep your eyes peeled for enticing bonus rounds. This is where
you'll find free spins and jackpots and knowing your paylines means knowing your chances of winning.
Here are the Best Rated Online Slots to Play in 2022. We understand the task of picking a good slot

machine can be tricky with so many options available. When trying to uncover what is the most popular



slot machine, high payouts and high jackpots are always important. Titles that do this include
Thunderstruck, Mega Fortune and Wizard of Oz. We have summarized our top slot picks in the table
below. Slots Strategy. Online slots are entirely reliant on chance, but that doesn’t mean there aren’t

things you can do to put yourself in a better position to win. Experienced players follow a distinct strategy,
like only playing games with the highest payout percentages, practicing their bonus rounds, and knowing

their paylines inside and out. Follow these guides to give yourself the best possible chance to win
jackpots on slot machines online.
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